
ACROSS
1 Shirt material for Pride

weekend

5 Spoiled dog for "no one
loves me or pets me
and I've never been fed
or given a treat in my
ENTIRE LIFE!!!!"

9 Portmonteau name for
an air pollutant

13 Biological acronym for
"last universal common
ancestor" (I'm giving
you the words because I
really like this cluing
angle but it's tricky)

14 Bond found in NaCl
molecules

16 Yarn

17 The "E" in "QED"

18 Transparent

19 Sorta like

20 Country whose capital
is Rabat

22 Download Fr3ak_on_a_l
eash_K0rn.exe from
Limewire and fuck up
the family computer

24 Finance bro acronym
for all the companies
that have made our
lives considerably
worse (hint: it's FAANG
just put it in)

26 Organization in search
of life on Mars that
maybe can help me find
a boyfriend there

27 Ad that reads "My
Husband is DEAD. I
don't want to remarry. I
only want SEX", e.g.

30 Absolutely loses one's
shit

33 Not digital

35 Moving image that WILL
let everyone online
know you're a geriatric
millennial (sorry! it's
just the truth!)

36 High school event
where your gym teacher
will bully you into doing
The Cupid Shuffle

38 Super duper fancy
camera

39 "Six of one, half a dozen
of the other"

42 In the style of

43 Body parts featured on
48-Across

45 Turn

46 Less likely to let cat hair
accumulate on the
carpet

48 Website founded in
2016 that makes me
never want to wear
sandals ever again

51 Teeny tiny

52 Surrealist artist who
had a pet anteater

53 Multiple large condoms

55 My beautiful husband
Dwayne "The Rock"
Johnson, aka The ___
Champ

58 Still da ___, 2008 album
by Trina

62 Non-profit organization
that Chase Strangio,
trans rights activist,
works for

63 Ring-tailed ape whose
name refers to an
exorcism festival in
ancient Rome?! (reader,
I didn't know this either)

65 "Barbie Girl" band

66 Leg bone connected to
the ankle bone

67 Gave cards (to)

68 Descended to the
bottom of the ocean
like a message in a
bottle

69 Marinate

70 Biblical guy who
APPARENTLY brought
two cockroaches on his
dinky little boat

71 "Absolutely", in
Argentina

DOWN
1 Onomatopoeic Internet

term for when an
animal sticks their
tongue out really fast

2 Unit of currency in
Greece

3 When pluralized, Papa
Roach song that's great
for your first breakup at
13

4 ___ Boyfriend, dating
sim where you're a
pigeon looking for
pigeon love

5 Pagan religion utilized
in the semi-instructional
video "How to exorcise
a demon from a Furby"

6 Tea variety

7 Neo's nickname in The
Matrix, with "The"

8 Brand for compact
Italian cars

9 Company that has
multiple Nespresso
machines, a ping pong
table, and a boss who's
convinced his
buzzwords mean
anything

10 Throw hunnids, hunnids

11 Engineering college in
Massachucetts that
ISN'T MIT

12 Ol' chap, innit

15 Fitness genre that, from
the outside looking in,
seems like your trainer
would throw a barbell at
you, call it a rep, and
charge $500 to your
credit card

21 Guitar tools placed on a
guitar's fretboard to
change the pitch of the
strings (I put mine on
the 9th fret because I
love chaos)

23 Kind of faire where youe
cane gete ae huge
turkeye legge

25 "Break a leg!"

27 ___, present, future

28 Setting for an
unattended crockpot

29 The phenomenon of
seeing faces in things
that don't have faces

31 Islamic holiday with
"al-Fitr" or "al-Adha"

32 Body parts featured on
48-Across

34 Cartoon cat who,
despite a shirt depicting
it, did NOT actually say
"mmm...lasagna...and
cock!"

37 "Bloody ___, Bloody ___,
Bloody ___"

40 Szyslak, frequent victim
of Bart's prank calls

41 Monster

44 Genre for Operation Ivy,
if you wanna get
technical about it

47 "For real"

49 a m__i  a m__i  a m__i  a
m__i  a m__i  a m__i  a
m__i  a m__i  a m__i  a
m__i  a m__i  a m__i 

50 Ancient slab

54 "Party on, Wayne!"
"Party on, ___!"

55 "Naw, I'm good"

56 Setting on a karaoke
mic used to harass all
your friends

57 "I feel ___" - me looking
at the thumbnail image
for this puzzle

59 Lead in to -distant or
-valent (or, if you wanna
get funky, the genitive
singular and nominative
plural forms of the Latin
word for horse)

60 Phoenix basketball
team

61 Rolled-up spicy tortilla
chip that comes in a
"Blue Heat" variety

64 Notorious landlord
hater
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